Organization of American States
Form for the Designation of Authorities

COUNTRY: BRAZIL
DATE: June 14th, 2016

I. BASIC INFORMATION
A. DESIGNATION OF RELEVANT AUTHORITY
INTRAAMERICAN INSTRUMENT:
Inter-American Convention on International Traffic in Minors

NATIONAL ORGAN/ENTITY:
Ministry of Justice and Citizenship

DEPARTMENT/OFFICE:
Department of Assets Recovery and International Legal Cooperation (DIR)

TELEPHONE:
+55 61 2025-8900/8901

MAILING ADDRESS:
SCV Q 6, Bloco A, 2nd Floor, Building Venâncio 3000 - 10 Shopping

CITY:
Brasilia

STATE:
DF

POSTAL CODE:
70716-900

COUNTRY:
Brazil

II. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
A. INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION

WEBSITE:
http://www.jus.gov.br/

PERMANENT EMAIL ADDRESS:
dsci@mj.gov.br

B. CONTACT PERSON(S)

LAST NAME(S):
Saadi

FIRST NAME:
Ricardo

MIDDLE NAME:
Andrade

SUFFIX:

POSITION:
Director

TELEPHONE:
+55 61 2025-8900/8901

MAILING ADDRESS:
SCV Q 6, Bloco A, 2nd Floor, Building Venâncio 3000 - 10 Shopping

CITY:
Brasilia

STATE:
DF

POSTAL CODE:
70716-900

COUNTRY:
Brazil

EMAIL ADDRESS:
dsci@mj.gov.br

LANGUAGES OF COMMUNICATION:
English, Portuguese, Spanish

C. OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION

NOTE: Forms shall be sent by the Permanent Mission through a note verbale to the Department of International Law of the Secretariat for Legal Affairs of the General Secretariat of the Organization of American States.